EU Envoy

Poor Political System Led to Fall of Kunduz

KARJAL - European Union (EU) Ambassador to Afghanistan Franz-Michael Mollin on Wednesday told The Daily Outlook the collapse of Kunduz came as a "big surprise" to the international community and a technical setback for the Afghan government.

He said he believes that inefficiency in the political system led to the fall of the city.

According to Mollin, the Kunduz crisis is the result of an incompetent political system and not the inability of the security forces.

"It was a big surprise to the international community and a technical setback to the Afghan government and it is very important that lessons are learned from Kunduz so that in future we don't have a repeat of the situation," Mollin said.

"We are waiting for independent reports to emerge from Kunduz and I am confident that it will happen. We have also encouraged from our side the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission to look into what happened in Kunduz. What is very important is that we get a good understanding of what happened. For now we have no worry about reports emerging later," Mollin added.

KARJAL - President Ashraf Ghani for the first time also mentioned a cabinet meeting on Tuesday that "terrorist groups are made up of Taliban, criminals and foreign mercenaries" and he had a "separate message" when he was referred to the Taliban as either brothers or political opponents.

"We need to have a separate message when we refer to them. We have a separate message when we refer to them as either brothers or political opponents," Ghani said.

Terrorists Include Taliban and Criminals: Ghani

KARJAL - President Ashraf Ghani for the first time also mentioned a cabinet meeting on Tuesday that "terrorist groups are made up of Taliban, criminals and foreign mercenaries" and he had a "separate message" when he was referred to the Taliban as either brothers or political opponents.

"We need to have a separate message when we refer to them. We have a separate message when we refer to them as either brothers or political opponents," Ghani said.

Afghanistan Needs Us: Gen. Campbell

KARJAL - General John Campbell on Thursday told the US Senate Armed Services Committee that, in his opinion, the United States should maintain a presence in Afghanistan for the foreseeable future in political reports.

The top US commander in Afghanistan is recommending a change in President Obama's plan of drawing down nearly all US troops from Afghanistan.

Top UN Refugee Official Calls for Renewed Int'l Focus on Afghanistan

KARJAL - The United Nations' most senior refugee official is appealing to the international community to take note of the situation in Afghanistan, warning that it could be dangerous to ignore it and that the United Nations could take note of the worsening situation in the region.

Iran

Supporting Illegal Afghan Refugees Impossible

TEHRAN - Iranian Minister for Refugees and Diaspora Affairs Mohammad Reza Alizadeh said that Iran currently shoulders the heavy burden of supporting Afghan refugees and that it cannot continue to do so indefinitely.

"We are not supporting illegal Afghan refugees," he said.

He said that Iran currently shoulders the heavy burden of supporting Afghan refugees and that it cannot continue to do so indefinitely.

"We are not supporting illegal Afghan refugees," he said.

Obama's Afghanistan Pullback will Leave 'Vacuum' for Taliban: Congressman

WASHINGTON - A new book by veteran Bob Inglis, a member of the House Armed Services Committee, will add to the growing debate about the future of the military in Afghanistan.

"The Taliban will rise as the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the US may be about to lose the war," Inglis said in his book "The Future of War: How the End of the Cold War Changed the Nature of the Battlegrounds."
Russia has Ground Troop Battalion, Advanced Tanks in Syria: US NATO Envoy

BRUSSELS - Russia's military buildup in Syria includes a "considerable" troop and armored vehicle presence, long-range rockets and a battlefield air defense network, a US envoy to NATO said on Wednesday. Speaking on the eve of a NATO defense ministers' meeting to be dominated by Russia's intervention in Syria's civil war, US Ambassador to NATO Daniel Fried said Moscow had managed a "quite impressive" military deployment over the past week to the Syrian rebel base in Tartus and its allies' base in Latakia. "There is a considerable and growing Russian naval presence in the eastern Mediterranean, more than 10 ships now, which is a bit cut out of proportion for a news briefing. "The most Russian re- turn of my lifetime," said the envoy, who quoted a US defense source as saying Russia was "basing long-range rocket, they can reach targets all across Europe," List said. A list of purportedly a thousand soldiers. Of and says that in strategic terms, NATO's new air defense campaign in Syria appears designed to help to protect the regime's air bases and supply lines. "This is a hard data, Westinger said.

KARL - An Afghan National Army officer was killed and a U.S. member of the NATO coalition was wounded in an attack by the Taliban in the eastern province of Wardak, the U.S. military said on Wednesday.

Clashes Erupt as Kunduz Battle Enters Its Ninth Day

JAWAhal CITY - Heavy fighting broke out in Jawahal city for the second straight day on Thursday, with the Taliban claiming to have seized the city.

Crashes Erupt as Kunduz Battle Enters Its Ninth Day

KABUL - An Afghan National Army officer was killed and a U.S. member of the NATO coalition was wounded in an attack by the Taliban in the eastern province of Wardak, the U.S. military said on Wednesday.

Outlook Horoscope

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You're the center of attention when you share your plans with your friends or colleagues today, but it may just be a clever device to cover up your ambition to get your own way. You may need to be more patient if you can't but project your fantasies onto the current situation. Enjoy the movie your mind is directing today.

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

You're rating in shown your colleagues and guests at your workplace you're highly motivated, confident and strong today, but you're not to see this as a sign of your ability to get what you want at any cost. Balancing your ambition with personal values today will give you some satisfaction.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

You may feel your fighting edge today as nebulous Neptune dis- rupts any energy that you're trying to get moving. It's not an effective time for you to try to influence others.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)

You know that participating in a group activity will nourish your soul, but you're estranged from your personal space in the process. Balancing your social commitments and your personal needs won't be very effective in solving the dilemma. Neptune draws you to active heroes in your life, making it easier to entertain fantasies than to go anywhere meaningful. Contact these topics with new energy, your life will change when you come to love or money.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

You need a support group to guide your way today. You're frustrated with your current pace of activity and need to focus on the mental, not the material results. Luckily, your current focus has the power of destiny in your favor. Don't let a disappointment today give you a chance to make a new effort. You're on track.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Encouraging an optimistic personality could put you in a good mood today, but you're not very likely to find anyone to share your optimistic outlook with. Neptune draws you to active heroes in your life, making it easier to entertain fantasies than to go anywhere meaningful. Contact these topics with new energy, your life will change when you come to love or money.

Pieces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Your nous your general good mood, but today, you're not about to have anything to say. Maybe you're communication is muddled, or perhaps you have just found a reason to be less than speaking the truth. Mix your spiritual wins with reality, you're on track to make a positive change in your life. You're on track to make a positive change in your life.
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Kunduz Tragedy Taught Us Many Lessons!

Y
esterday, people in Ghur province got the streets for a mass demonstration in the support of the victims of Kunduz. They expressed their condolences for the loss of victims and demanded from the government that the culprits in the government security forces, whose mistakes or negligence gave birth to this incident, should be punished. They also chanted slogans against Taliban and their allies.

Kunduz is still not completely cleared from the Taliban militancy in the city and the security forces are busy in house-to-house search of Taliban militants. On the other hand, Taliban are exerting all their efforts to weaken the security forces presence in the city. In this encounter, once again our forces proved that they are brave and ready to fight and defeat Taliban. On the other hand, a number of civil officials and high-rank military officers were injured.

The Executive Officer of Afghani Taliban in Kunduz has claimed that people in Kunduz are not fighting against the Taliban. They are fighting against those in Kunduz who are fighting against the Taliban. Residents of Kunduz are not fighting against the Taliban. They are fighting against those in Kunduz who are fighting against the Taliban.

The replacement of Massoud and the foundation of democratic government, Afghan nation hoped to breathe a sigh of relief in a society void of violence, war and sexual discrimination and in a fine society, one could exercise their rights, dignity without political and social turbulence. In other words, with the fall of the Taliban regime, Afghan looked ahead to be freed from these turmoils and rebuilds the Taliban war. In a nutshell, they desired to live in a society, a war-free, law-abiding, peaceful society. Right, democracy is highly susceptible to political instability. The absence of democratic institutions in the recent history, our society has been dominated by a society of brutality, in which regimes come to power violently and are overthrown by violent means. There is not only the force of democracy and freedom but also in the face of the disorders, the presence of ruthless war and democracy is a panacea for the bloody wounds of our nation.

Kunduz, a city of 300,000 and capital of the northern province of Kunduz, in northern Afghanistan, was attacked by Taliban fighters from their bases in neighboring Nuristan and Badakhshan on 27th day of the month of October. By June 2017, US-Commander of the Afghan National Army in Kunduz, Abdul Rehim, confirmed that the region has been freed from Taliban control.

The Attack

Kunduz tragedy also became a reason for the change in the tone of the government. The other day, President Ghani stated that terrorist groups including Taliban, criminals and foreign terrorists carried out Kunduz attack. It is the change from his previous statements after the emergence of Afghan terrorists. The crimes committed against humanity by Taliban have changed the voice of Warfare and it is a declaration. In this encounter, once again our forces proved that they are brave and ready to fight and defeat Taliban. On the other hand, a number of civil officials and high-rank military officers were injured.

The Executive Officer of Afghani Taliban in Kunduz has claimed that people in Kunduz are not fighting against the Taliban. They are fighting against those in Kunduz who are fighting against the Taliban. Residents of Kunduz are not fighting against the Taliban. They are fighting against those in Kunduz who are fighting against the Taliban.

The replacement of Massoud and the foundation of democratic government, Afghan nation hoped to breathe a sigh of relief in a society void of violence, war and sexual discrimination and in a fine society, one could exercise their rights, dignity without political and social turbulence. In other words, with the fall of the Taliban regime, Afghan looked ahead to be freed from these turmoils and rebuilds the Taliban war. In a nutshell, they desired to live in a society, a war-free, law-abiding, peaceful society. Right, democracy is highly susceptible to political instability. The absence of democratic institutions in the recent history, our society has been dominated by a society of brutality, in which regimes come to power violently and are overthrown by violent means. There is not only the force of democracy and freedom but also in the face of the disorders, the presence of ruthless war and democracy is a panacea for the bloody wounds of our nation.

Kunduz, a city of 300,000 and capital of the northern province of Kunduz, in northern Afghanistan, was attacked by Taliban fighters from their bases in neighboring Nuristan and Badakhshan on 27th day of the month of October. By June 2017, US-Commander of the Afghan National Army in Kunduz, Abdul Rehim, confirmed that the region has been freed from Taliban control.
1) Pakistan

Peaceful negotiations are also distant and I believe we saw them in the past few days, because quite a lot of attacks are taking place of people and opposing or surprising govt. forces, also something which is their idea of a situation that is not going to work. We believe that it is because we believe that to ignore Afghanistan just means a mistake, regardless of the upsurge and scale of other, newer crimes, the

2) Falklands

The situation in Afghanistan has rapidly deteriorated. According to the UN, the Taliban confirmed in July that Taliban fighters had killed 262 people over the past four months. Meanwhile, President Ghani also said that the Taliban launched attacks in Farah, Kandahar, and Nimroz provinces, aiming to gain influence in those areas. In addition, the Army's Deputy Chief of Staff and the acting chief of the Kunar Umni army, along with 10 soldiers, were killed in an IED explosion.

The study notes that if the war is to be reversed, at least towards the end of this year, allowing a greater stability in the lives of Afghans, the Taliban must not only be supported but also be able to be engaged in political dialogue. The study comments that while the Taliban have been influential in some areas, the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited.

11) Terrorists

The UN official pointed out that the attacks are primarily in the south of the country. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Taliban have been able to advance and establish a foothold in some areas. Moreover, the UN official noted that the attacks have been successful in some areas, and the Taliban have been able to control some areas.

Nevertheless, he emphasized that the situation is very complex and that the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited. The study comments that while the Taliban have been influential in some areas, the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited.

According to the UN officials, the Taliban's influence in some areas has been successful in some areas. However, the government has not been able to engage the Taliban in political dialogue. The study comments that while the Taliban have been successful in some areas, the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited.

10) Russia

Russia is interested in the situation in Afghanistan. Moscow is interested in the idea of the West's intervention in the region in order to reduce its influence in the region. The Kremlin is interested in the idea of the West's intervention in the region in order to reduce its influence in the region.

The US is interested in the situation in Afghanistan. Moscow is interested in the idea of the West's intervention in the region in order to reduce its influence in the region. The Kremlin is interested in the idea of the West's intervention in the region in order to reduce its influence in the region.

Nevertheless, he emphasized that the situation is very complex and that the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited. The study comments that while the Taliban have been influential in some areas, the government's efforts to engage the Taliban have been limited.
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EU Official to Arrive in Peru in Upcoming Visit
BREUSSER - The European Commis-


sioner for International Cooperation and

Development, Neelie Kroes, is re-

expected to visit Peru as part of a

trip to Latin America. Kroes plans to

meet with Peruvian President Ollanta

Humberto Humala on October 8, and

then travel to Bolivia and Ecuador on

October 9 to 13. Kroes will also hold in-

formal discussions with business asso-

ciations and civil society groups.

EU Naval Mission Against Migrant Smugglers Enters Second Phase

ROCKET - The EU’s naval anti-
migrant mission in the Mediterranean

region, known as Operation Triton, has

entered its second phase. The mission

was launched in late 2016 to stop the

flow of migrants and refugees from

North Africa to Europe. Under the new

phase, Triton will focus on rescues at

sea, with the aim of preventing the

migrants from reaching Europe. The

EU’s Naval Force head, Admiral Nato,

explained that the mission is now

renewed due to the increasing number

of migrant boats trying to reach the

European Union’s shores. The opera-

tion aims to deter and intercept migra-

tion boats at sea and prohibit them

from reaching European waters.

Houthis, Saleh’s Party Accept U.N. Peace Talks, Eyes Talks

SANAA - Yemen’s Houthi group and the party of former president Ali

Abdullah Saleh have agreed to a new agreement that will

allow fuel supplies to reach the capital, Sanaa. The agreement

between the Houthi and Saleh group was reached on Octo-

ber 1, a week after the two groups reached a similar agree-

ment on the border, where the Houthis had been blocking

fuel supplies for two days. The agreement was reached

after a series of discussions between the two groups in

Sanaa. The agreement includes the restoration of fuel

supplies, the opening of the border, and the release of

detained Houthi fighters. The Houthis have been

demanding the release of their fighters as a condi-

tion for the agreement. Saleh’s party has al-

ready released some of its fighters.

U.N. Urges Human Rights Based Migration Policy Ahead of Key EU Discussion

GENEVA - The United Nations’ High

Commissioner for Human Rights, Zeid

Ra’ad Al Hussein, on Monday called for

a human rights-based migration policy

to be adopted by the European Union.

Speaking before the Ad Hoc Committee

of the European Council, Zeid expressed concern about the

human rights of migrants and refugees

who are forced to seek asylum and

protection in Europe. He called for a

human rights-based approach to

migration that respects the dignity

and rights of all migrants.

New Zealand PM Makes Secret Visit to see Security Situation in Iraq

PYONGYANG - The Democratic People’s

Republic of Korea (DPRK) on Wednesday

sent a high-level delegation to Pyongyang

to meet with the North Korean leader

Kim Jong-un. The delegation is part of a

secret visit to North Korea and its

mission is to discuss the security situation

in the region.

The delegation arrived in Pyongyang on

Wednesday as part of a larger diplomatic

mission to the country. The delegation

includes senior officials from the

DPRK and is expected to meet with

Kim Jong-un to discuss the nuclear

 situation and the security situation in the

region. The delegation is also expected to

discuss the possibility of a peace treaty

between the two countries.

The DPRK-U.S. talks were announced by

U.S. President Donald Trump on

Wednesday, indicating a possible

improvement in relations between the

two countries. The talks are expected to

focus on denuclearization and security

issues. The DPRK has repeatedly

expressed its commitment to

denuclearization and has

indicated a willingness to negotiate

with the U.S. in good faith.

The talks are expected to take place in

the coming weeks, with the aim of

making progress towards a

permanent peace agreement. The

DPRK-U.S. talks are seen as a

significant step towards

denuclearization and peace in the

region.

Putin, Rahimov Agree to Maintain Level of Russian Military in Tajikistan

MOSCOW - Russian Prime Minister

Dmitry Medvedev and his Tajik counter-

part, Vladimir Rahimov, on Thursday

agreed to maintain the level of Russian

military presence in Tajikistan. The two

leaders met in Moscow for talks on

energy cooperation and security.

The Russian military has been present

in Tajikistan for several years, primarily

to provide assistance in the event of a

terrorist threat. The presence of Russian

forces in Tajikistan is seen as a deterrent

against potential threats from Afghanistan.

The two leaders discussed the

situation in Afghanistan and

agreed to maintain close cooperation

in the security sphere.

The meeting was held in the

context of the ongoing

 negotiations to extend the

treatment of the

controversial

Tajikistan

U.S.-led

forces
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Study Finds Radicalization on the Rise in Afghan Schools

KARUL - There is widespread political activism, including an extremist Taliban presence among high school students in Afghanistan’s southern Kandahar Province, according to a new evaluation by the Afghan Institute of Learning and Evaluation Unit (AILEU).

This is despite a government in Kabul that has been making efforts to support the education of all groups in high schools, which in itself can be argued as a sign of an improvement. However, AILEU is a statement.

The study indicates that the ongoing radicalization of high school students has not yet met the expectations of the community, where it would contribute destructively to society. However, rather than waiting for that to happen, the competent authorities should rediscern the educational strategies and, first and foremost, their battle on political activism in high schools.

Security Forces Retake Kunduz City Center

KUNDUZ CITY - Afghan security forces have returned grenades to Kunduz city center, including the main traffic circle, Kunduz Bazaar, overnight operation, local officials said.

They said dawn operations had been led by 80 percent of the city’s population. The city’s government had restored control

Russia Backs Syrian Forces in Major Assault on Insurgents

LONDON: - The four years of the problem of the Middle East and more than 12,000 people dead in the war that at least do not have a chance of gaining any more.

The core of the conflict in Syria, the Arab Gulf States and the Western powers are not interested in Syria today, but there are bodies that are interested in the case of the Arab Gulf States and the Western powers.

The core of the conflict in Syria, the Arab Gulf States and the Western powers are not interested in Syria today, but there are bodies that are interested in the case of the Arab Gulf States and the Western powers.

We are not interested in Syria today, but there are bodies that are interested in the case of the Arab Gulf States and the Western powers.

Czech Defense Minister Wars of Quick Withdrawal from Afghanistan

PRAGUE: - A baru is the last of its kind in the history of the Afghani government. The current comment is to be understood in the context of the marginal political and social situation in Afghanistan.

The current comment is to be understood in the context of the marginal political and social situation in Afghanistan.

Omer Daoudzai Suggests Early Election

KARUL - The former Interior Minister of Afghanistan, Omer Daoudzai, called the National Unity Government (NUG) a two-headed government and pointed out mistakes made by government officials.

The former Interior Minister of Afghanistan, Omer Daoudzai, called the National Unity Government (NUG) a two-headed government and pointed out mistakes made by government officials.

President Ghani Appoints Five Governors

KARUL – On the Proposal of the Afghanistan Local Government (DLG) and the delegation of Afghanistan’s President, Afghanistan’s new five governors have been appointed.
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